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Welcome to Balu Toolbox Matlab
For computer vision, pattern recognition and image processing...

Considerable research efforts in computer vision applied to several areas have been developed in the last years, however,
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they have been concentrated on using or developing tailored methods based on visual features that are able to solve a
specific task. Nevertheless, today's computer capabilities are giving us new ways to solve complex computer vision
problems. Now, we are able to extract, process and test in the same time more image features and classifiers than before.
Using this general methodology that designs a computer vision system automatically, i.e., it finds -without human
interaction- the features and the classifiers for a given application avoiding the classical trial and error methodology
commonly used by human designers. The key idea of the proposed methodology is to select from a large set of features and
a bank of classifiers those features and classifiers that achieve the highest performance. We tested in many applications
yielding good classification performance of 96% or more in every case.

HIGHLIGHTS:

More than 200 functions for image processing, feature extraction, feature transformation, feature analysis, feature
selection, data selection and generation, classification, clustering, performance evaluacion, multiple-view analysis,
image sequence processing and tracking with geometrical constraints, see examples.

Each function has a "help" with one or more examples (see the code of knn classifier as example).

It includes a general framework that designs a computer vision system automatically in only 12 lines code, or using 2
graphic user interfaces (for feature extraction and for feature and classifier selection). It finds (without human
interaction) the features and the classifiers for a given visual task avoiding the classical trial and error framework
commonly used by human designers.

[ Feature Extraction GUI and Feature and Classifier Selection GUI ]

It is really easy to include to our framework other functions, e.g. features or classifiers, see examples.

It includes a new graphic user interface for detection using multiple view analysis (see video).

We tested our framework on different food quality evaluation problems yielding a classification performance of 96%
or more in every case (see application papers below).

DOWNLOAD:

Balu Toolbox is available here under this license (for non-commercial purposes).
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